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Are simplified, reusable, and extensible data models that

capture the fundamental characteristics of an entity,

such as a person, in a context-neutral manner. Core

Vocabularies can be used to facilitate information

exchange between systems, and to make data integration

and publication easier.

ISA² Core Vocabularies: building blocks for 

interoperability

• Core Person Vocabulary – fundamental characteristics of a

person, e.g. name, gender, date of birth, location

• Core Business Vocabulary – fundamental characteristics of a

legal entity

• Core Location Vocabulary – fundamental characteristics of a

location, represented as an address, a geographic name or

geometry

• Core Public Organisation Vocabulary – describes public

organisations

• Core Public Service Vocabulary – fundamental

characteristics of a service offered by a public authority

Vocabularies, what are they?

Vocabulary – “A list or collection of words or of words

and phrases usually alphabetically arranged and

explained or defined” (Merriam Webster, 2019). Often

used together with the terms Thesaurus and Glossary

Use of vocabularies and thesauri
INSPIRE, ISA², W3C, OGC … world of libraries

Examples: SKOS, to support the use of knowledge 

organization systems or EuroVOC a multilingual, 

multidisciplinary thesaurus covering the activities of 

the EU

Some definitions and implementations



INSPIRE implementation and uptake: what to do?

Both INSPIRE implementation and use vocabularies start

from the identification of INSPIRE patterns, then details

these in a hierarchical system of tasks, to be performed by

different actors (in a specific role) that must have specific

knowledge, skills and competences to fulfil the task(s).

The vocabulary is complemented by assets and

functionalities used in the tasks by the different actors.

ELISE building further on ARE3NA efforts

INSPIRE Vocabularies

(Interactive Instruments - Erstling, 2016)

UML used for designing the ARE3NA database and platform … 

… evolving towards the use of BPMN or Archimate



INSPIRE in practice as part of a knowledge platform

INSPIRE Vocabularies



Provide and operate a view service

Is part of the general task to share spatial datasets. There

are tasks to be performed prior to this task. The provision

(set-up) of the service is not enough: respect quality of a

service requirements, create metadata, specify access

control (if any), validate the service, …

Example of INSPIRE implementation task

INSPIRE Vocabularies

Implementation

Vocabulary

133 tasks

15 actors and

skillsets

18 assets and

22 functions

+ glossary

Task or Activity Actor

Skills or skillsets

Assets and

functions



A Pattern refers to a specific way a use is carried out.

Based on the analysis of a series of European and

national projects, use patterns were identified. These

Patterns were then used to construct the vocabulary of

activities/tasks for using INSPIRE. The term use case is

not used here since that refers more to particular usage of

a system and often refers to a function of a system.

New use patterns: API’s

INSPIRE Vocabularies

Example of patterns:

Use of INSPIRE specification

Service provision

Provision of API’s

The provision of API’s stimulates the ICT industry to come-up with new

applications.

Example: SPOTBOOKING making use of API’s AIV (GeoSparc)

Information Flanders is building and maintaining a series of API’s

for improved user uptake …

CRAB

GIPOD

KLIP

Image Processing Chain

Mobile Mapping

Building & Address Register

Geosecure

Geolocation

Download



Use tasks or activities are to be seen as part of a workflow or

work process in which geospatial assets (resources) are

accessed, used and processed to (eventually) produce another

output (report, figure, map).

INSPIRE use tasks (or activities) and actors (and roles)

Use Task Vocabulary contains 68 tasks

Plan and Specify Use

Use INSPIRE Asset (or Resource)

User requirements and usage monitoring

API design, development and use

Example of Task “User requirements collection and analysis” -

should focus on better understanding of how the uptake and

integration of INSPIRE components could be improved by

detecting potential new applications, or existing applications that

might benefit from integrating network services or other location-

based web services.

INSPIRE Vocabularies

Actors

Domain Expert 

Information Infrastructure 

Expert

Application Developer

Manager

End-user

The Use Actors Vocabulary contains two different, but interrelated

aspects: 1) the Actors themselves (in the form of labels indicating the

type of actor/expert) and 2) the list of required skills referring to

concepts and knowledge areas that experts need to cover.

Example of a Manager - Expertise in how work processes and decision

making is organised. General knowledge on SDI and how technical

components are working (role of metadata, services, data

harmonization), detailed knowledge on INSPIRE legal requirements.

Knowledge about user requirements and potential applications.

Management skills.



Making the link between the Actors vocabulary and

the Body of Knowledge

Specific knowledge and skills should be covered by

different Actors. They correspond to different Knowledge

Areas as found in the BoK for GI S&T or the BoK for

GI/EO.

Knowledge and skills to be covered refer to

1. The content – i.e. the theories, methods, techniques

& technologies, standards, …

2. The knowledge and skills in terms of learning

outcomes: what should the actor know or be able to

do (in the form of pre-defined verbs)
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GD-3 Georeferencing systems x x X

GD-4 Data quality, Metadata and Data
Infrastructures

x x x x X

GD-
12

Metadata, standards, and
infrastructures

x x X x X

CF-4 Relationships x x x x X

CV-4 Graphic representation techniques X x X x

DA-6 Application Design X x

WB-7 Web Application Development
Elements

x X

DM-4 Vector and object data models x x x X

DM-5 Modelling 3D, temporal, and uncertain
phenomena

x x x X

DN-1 Representation transformation x x X

GS-1 Legal aspects X x X

GS-3 Use of geospatial information X x x

GS-4 Geospatial information as property x X

GS-5 Dissemination of geospatial information x x x X

OI-2 Managing the GI system operations and
infrastructure

x x X

OI-3 Organizational structures and
procedures

OI-5 Institutional and interinstitutional
aspects

x X

Knowledge, skills and competencies

INSPIRE Vocabularies
From the BoK



Example of the use of the INSPIRE Implementation

Vocabularies in Belgium (1/2)

The Federal Belgian Government, and particular the

National Geographic Institute (NGI-BE), aimed to adapt its

work force (by recruiting new experts) and to upgrade the

knowledge and skills their current employees have in order

to be better prepared for INSPIRE implementation,

maintenance and exploitation.

A short term Human Resource Management (HRM) Plan

was prepared focusing on INSPIRE implementation. NGI-BE

relied on an adapted version of the (published) INSPIRE

implementation and (non-published) use vocabularies.

How to use the vocabularies for e-Government and Digital Transformation of Government?

Use of INSPIRE Vocabularies

Workflow for development of HRM Plan

INSPIRE implementation tasks

Division of tasks (federal partners):

NGI-BE as Geo-broker

7 other spatial data providers

Knowledge and skills required:

Per task

Defining expert profiles

Estimate HR required



Example of the use of the INSPIRE Implementation Vocabularies in Belgium (2/2)

The tasks for implementation were grouped in 19 major tasks for which the required

knowledge and skills were defined, including the level (Basic, Advanced or Expert).

The HRM-Plan defined 6 profiles with a package of tasks defined. These

corresponded to 2 new positions and 4 existing positions. Part of the HRM Plan was

used to define procurement of external expertise as well.

How to use the vocabularies for e-Government and Digital Transformation of Government?

Use of INSPIRE Vocabularies

INSPIRE Programme Manager

INSPIRE Technical Manager

INSPIRE Metadata Expert

Metadata

INSPIRE Data Expert

INSPIRE Service Expert

INSPIRE Validator & QA Expert

Basic

Advanced

Expert
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Conclusions

• Vocabularies are a key component 

in the context of ELISE KT

• INSPIRE implementation and use

vocabularies consist of structured

description of patterns, tasks, 

actors, skills, assets and functions

• The vocabularies can be used to 

support INSPIRE (SDI) duties

• In the future it is recommended to 

better link to the BoK for GI/EO in 

terms of concepts and skills 

requirements



Thank you ! Stay tuned …

@eu_location

eulocation@ec.europa.eu

Join the ELISE community in JoinUp

ELISE playlist

lorena.hernandez@ec.europa.eu

mailto:eulocation@ec.europa.eu
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/elise-european-location-interoperability-solutions-e-government/document/report-role-spatial-data-infrastructures-digital-government-transformation-public-administrations
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtvJPnZpinhc0FNbQKM8hjmtEJL-7SDm2
mailto:Lorena.hernandez@ec.europa.eu

